property, even the beautiful property that was eeked out of the HAIA workshops. They would also feel the freedom that their economic conditions obscured. According to Walter Besant: "No life can be wholly unhappy which is cheered by the power of playing an instrument, dancing, painting, carving, modelling, singing… It is not necessary to do these things so well as to be able to live by them, but every man who practises one of these arts is during his work drawn out of himself and away from the bad conditions of his life." 8 Later on, in his Bloomsbury book Civilisation (1928), Clive Bell would also claim that the working-class pupil who may never return to leisure or freedom in her life would nonetheless be sustained by the "glimpse of paradise" that reading at school could offer. 9 (And see Henry James's Princess Casamassima (1886) for a thought-experiment on this premise.) Besant praised the "great voluntary movement of the present day: It is the noblest thing the world has ever seen". 10 The issue of cultural philanthropy is the relation of the self to the other with respect to possession of the good things of the world: it is by definition an ethical relation. So what were the ethics of the Kyrle and the HAIA? The Kyrle was fundamentally urban, with branches in the capital, Birmingham, Bristol, Leicester and Nottingham, and whose numbers were predominantly professional artists and architects. The HAIA was essentially rural and dominated by the landed elite. Both provided designs for the amateurs to execute; both were concerned with social regeneration, the HAIA particularly committed to stemming the depopulation of the countryside. The Kyrle was always solicitous for funds, blaming its genteel unobtrusiveness for its lack of support (it folded after the death of Octavia Hill in 1912). The HAIA had less trouble getting subscriptions. The goal of both, said Mrs. Eglantyne Jebb, the founder of the HAIA, was "to bring the joy and innocent recreation of art … into the people's lives, a splendid and priceless gift from the rich to the poor." 11 The HAIA, in Jebb's account, evolved from an earlier confederation known as the Cottage Arts Association. This smaller society had about forty classes in various parts of the country and it was the success of these classes that led to the formation of the HAIA.
According to Jebb, writing in 1885, the Association began "through the efforts of a few individuals who, in different parts of the country, held classes on Saturday afternoons for teaching handwork of a recreative description to working boys". 12 Tuition, first given to "provide a useful occupation for winter evenings" 13 and a small extra income -which might have been better provided by raising wages -began by sending occasional beautiful 4 objects home, making goods for personal enjoyment, and then developed into a cottage industry, which revitalized the local economies. Anderson sees the doctrine of self-help in action, not only for the working participants but especially for "the way that art was used to legitimize the actions of women and to widen their own boundaries." The benefits to the provider, in her view, "outweighed those of the recipients, allowing the upper echelons of society to claim their place as good citizens". 14 We begin to see here a differentiation between the philanthropic women's work as the production of selves, and Mackail's men's work as the production of product, which tension focusses the dialogue between socialist Arts and Crafts, which produced beautiful objects, 15 and women's philanthropy, which produced beautiful Souls. The HAIA's household products were not nearly so derisory as Mackail's language would lead one to expect (see Anderson's illustrations). The list of the Committee of the HAIA show the selves the women produced, including five Souls: the Countess Brownlow, the Countess
Cowper, the Lady Elizabeth Cust, the Countess of Pembroke, and the Hon. Mrs. Percy
Wyndham. 16 The list of HAIA VIPs indicates how seamlessly they negotiated the making of beautiful artefacts, the making of working-class artisans, and the making of themselves as social guardian angels, or Souls. In addition to the Souls, the list includes among other patrons of art and philanthropy Alexandra, Princess of Wales and later Queen, Maurice B. Leland found in the Gypsies a natural politeness that always showed itself when they were treated with respect -a cheerfulness, a gratefulness and an instinctive refinement. Skill in begging implied the possession of every talent they most esteemed:
artfulness, cool effrontery, the power of arousing pity, and provoking generosity. We shall return to these skills. 27 Leland believed in the powers of will, self-control, and sympathy, always stressing that hypnotism and "self-fascination" should not be deployed as a power over others but as a power to do things oneself. 28 In reflecting in his seventies on the subliminal Self and the training of the Will, he had found that by willing to be free from vanity, envy and irritability, he had eliminated most bother from his mind. He attributed these powers of will, self-control, and sympathy to the Gypsies, and it is these that ally him with the Smilesian school of character-building. Leland glossed Arnold's poem "The Scholar-Gipsy" (1853), explaining how gypsy fancy bound that of others: "Following on thousands of years of transmitted hereditary influences," Gypsy chiromancy (dukkerin or telling the future) was no more or less than "instinctive intuitive perception" or sympathy with others, a highly developed skill in "reading" other people. 29 In both cases -of
Arnold's Scholar-Gipsy and the Gypsies studied by Leland the scholar -the Gypsy represents imagination and sympathy, whole unfettered communicative interaction, knowledge before the rationalization of the disciplines, for Arnold at Oxford and for
Leland in social welfare. 30 In mastering their language, lore, and music, Leland was, wrote his niece, "a mystery to the people of mystery." George Henry Lewes had said of Leland, "To tell fortunes to Gypsies is the last word in cheek." 31 From the Gypsy art of begging, he learned the arts of successful philanthropy. For they are the same skills: artfulness, cool effrontery, the powers of arousing pity, and provoking
generosity. Yet Gypsy interdependence, which is absolute within the culture, was antithetical to the individualistically-motivated bureaucracy of organized charity, and so when the Cottage Arts Association turned into a bureaucracy, Leland fled. The significant point is that it was not Christian charity that led to Leland's philanthropy but the Gypsies' non-Christian performativity: artfulness, cool effrontery, the power of arousing pity and provoking generosity. My second point is that the Victorians, particularly the late Victorians of the fin de siècle, were stranger and more adventurous than our Weberian, Smilesian, or Fabian models. The late Victorian springs of action were more occult.
Leland wanted to found a society for those who cultivated "all who form[ed] the outside class of creation" to be called The Gypsy and Wanderers' Society. 33 III.
Regenia Gagnier, Cultural Philanthropy, Gypsies, and Interdisciplinary Scholars: Dream of a Common Language
Philanthropy's Other: The Persecution of the Gypsies
Leland's story is pleasing to a cultural historian and literary critic because it is a narrative, a narrative crowded, as Oscar Wilde would say, with incident. It is also an exemplum from the discipline of philology -the love of words that promoted especially during this period a dream of common languages. Leland was in fact delighted by all language, including natural signs and conventions communicating brotherhood and secret kinship:
the blue smoke from the willow indicating hidden Gypsy camps, their red and yellow kerchiefs, their expressions of gratitude in little gifts, the first fixed look from the eyes that instantaneously identified to the Rye the gypsy or the witch. That a philologist and gypsiologist dreaming of a common language was one of the sources of late Victorian philanthropy adds a new perspective in the character-bureaucracy debate, one of the "cosmopolitanisms from below" that political theorists have identified. 34 Yet these narratives and exempla, so pleasing to critics and cultural historians, are stories that must be supplemented. Current gypsiology by historians, anthropologists, and sociologists puts this narrative in historical perspective and critiques it through the prisms of ethnic studies. 35 property, whether they were hunter-gatherers abroad or Gypsy itinerants at home. 36 Yet for Leland and the lorists, their propertyless wanderings represented freedom, closeness to nature, and generosity. Their language, Romany, was evidence of their racial purity, lack of assimilation, and ostensible endogamy. The Lorists' racial narrative was meant to counter a hegemonic discourse, as read in the vagrancy laws passed from the 14 th through the 19 th centuries, that combined Gypsies with vagrants and criminals and from which they were not distinguished in Britain until the Caravan Sites Act was amended in 1968.
The race narrative of Leland and the lorists, confirmed through the discipline of philology, was specifically constructed to counteract the legal and criminological discourses of the State.
The first sixteen pages of Leland's The Gypsies (1882) includes some of the nineteenth century's most romantic writing, in which the Gypsies represent Nature at its most unselfconscious and most endangered. A few quotations show how Leland attributes to the Gypsies the very qualities that led to their persecution.
In Spain one who has been fascinated by them is called one of the aficion, or affection, or "fancy;" he is an aficionado, or affected unto them, and people there know perfectly what it means… He feels what a charm there is in a wandering life, in camping in lonely places, under old chestnut-trees, near towering cliffs, al pasar del arroyo, by the rivulets among the rocks. (9) I find the wanderers who properly inhabit not the houses [in a picturesque painting] but the scene, not a part but the whole. These are the gypsies, who live like the birds and hares, not of the house-born or the town-bred, but free and at home only with nature. (10) Leland returns repeatedly to the Unclassed attraction felt by himself and other aficionados of Gypsies: "It is apropos of living double lives, and playing parts, and the charm of stealing away unseen… to romp with the tabooed offspring of outlawed neighbors, that I write this" (274-5). Gypsies are a liminal race:
They are human, but in their lives they are between man as he lives in houses and the bee and bird and fox, and I cannot help believing that those who have no sympathy with them have none for the forest and road, and cannot be rightly familiar with the witchery of wood and wold. (12) With Nature, Gypsies are in danger of being disappeared.
And it is gradually disappearing from the world… No doubt the newer tend to higher forms of culture, but it is not without pain that he who has been "in the spirit"… and in its quiet, solemn sunset, sees it all vanishing. It will all be gone in a few years. (13) Regenia Gagnier, Cultural Philanthropy, Gypsies, and Interdisciplinary Scholars: Dream of a Common Language Gypsies are the human types of this vanishing, direct love of nature, of this mute sense of rural romance, and of al fresco life, and he who does not recognize it in them, despite their rags and dishonesty, need not pretend to appreciate anything… Truly [Gypsies] are but rags themselves; the last rags of the old romance. (13) The day is coming when there will be no more wild parrots nor wild wanderers, no wild nature, and certainly no gypsies. Within a very few years in the city of Philadelphia, the English sparrow… has driven from the gardens all the wild, beautiful feathered creatures, whom, as a boy, I knew… So the people of selfconscious culture and the mart and factory are banishing the wilder sort, and it is all right, and so it must be… But as a London reviewer [Arthur Symons] said when I asserted in a book that the child was perhaps born who would see the last gypsy, "Somehow we feel sorry for that child." (15) (16) Is joyous and healthy nature to vanish step by step from the heart of man, and morbid, egoistic pessimism to take its place? Are over-culture, excessive sentiment, constant self-criticism, and all the brood of nervous curses to monopolize and inspire art? (77) In his chapter on Welsh gypsies, Leland describes ideal types of natural selection, outside culture. The male is a Gorgio, not a Gypsy but an agricultural labourer who "went native":
He was by far the handsomest young fellow, in form and features, whom I ever met among the agricultural class in England; we called him a peasant Apollo. It became evident that the passional affinity which had drawn this rustic to the gypsy girl, and to the roads, was according to the law of natural selection, for they were wonderfully well matched. The young man had the grace inseparable from a fine figure and a handsome face, while the girl was tall, lithe, and pantherine, with the diavolesque charm which, though often attributed by fast-fashionable novelists to their heroines, is really never found except among the low-born beauties of nature. It is the beauty of the Imp and of the Serpent; it fades with letters; it dies in the drawing-room or on the stage… the devil-beauty never knows how to read, she is unstudied and no actress… It is not of good or of evil, or of culture, which is both; it is all and only of nature, and it does not know itself. (190) (191) Leland comprehends that his aficion for the Gypsies is modernity's romance with its disappeared organic past. He describes the Cambridge don Edward Palmer in equally romantic terms, accepted among all cultures and hospices:
It is rumored that he has preached Islam in a mosque unto the Moslem even unto taking up a collection, which is the final test of the faith which reaches forth into a bright eternity. That he can be… a Persian unto Persians, and a Romany among Roms, and a professional among the [academics], is likewise on the cards, as surely as that he knows the roads and all the devices and little games of them that dwell thereon. Though elegant enough… when he kisses the hand of our sovereign lady the queen, he appears such an abandoned rough when he goes a-fishing that the innocent and guileless gypsies, little suspecting that a rye lies perdu in his wraprascal, will then confide in him as if he and in-doors had never been acquainted.
The Gypsies represent the freedom that is gone: "In this book the gypsies, and the scenes which surround them, are intended to teach the lesson of freedom and nature. Never were such lessons more needed than at present" (14) .
The "dark vanishings" Brantlinger studied are the presumed extinctions, especially self-extinguishings, of people not deemed to be, or to be capable of being, civilized, those who cannot participate in Western Progress. By focussing exclusively on extinction, Brantlinger makes clearer than most post-colonial critique since Fanon how closely extinction was the reverse narrative of Progress and civilization. The death of the primitive was as inevitable, as inescapable, as the Progress of the West. It also contributes a richer explanatory frame for race than colour. For the Victorians especially, "race"
represented an aggregation of properties -nature, nomadism, propertylessness, relative absence of firearms and technology, and sex -that contradicted western notions of technological and economic progress. In this model, the superficially white, as in the Irish case, could be structurally primitive, and therefore as inevitably disappeared as aboriginals of colour in the colonies.
The most lethal aspect of extinction discourse, Brantlinger concludes (190), was probably its stress on the inevitability of the vanishing. The sense of doom was rendered all the more powerful by the belief that at least some (chosen) peoples might progress, that Progress was providential or natural, and that races were separated from each other by biological essences that translated as "fit" and "unfit" to survive. The dominant literary mode for this extinction discourse is elegy, or Ubi sunt?, as in The Gypsies. When the civilized bearers of Progress look at those whose disappearance they anticipate, they see, paradoxically, the last representatives of romance, of all that western man can no longer be. Such is the white man's burden, the dialectics of enlightenment.
Brantlinger also shows that modernity (as a race) intermittently saw the ironies of Progress, and sometimes went native or regressed. In his Autobiography (1771), Benjamin
Franklin noted that the Carlisle Indians must have been doing something right, because whites captured by them often did not want to return home. 37 In States agreed that the Gypsy way of life -travelling -rather than racial purity defined them, but that their life-style was "work-shy" and therefore "asocial. In 1942 Otto Thierack, Nazi Minister of Justice, proposed the policy of "Extermination by Work" as a way to rid the German people of asocials unhampered by the necessity to pursue any legal criminal evidence (169), and from 1943 there followed a sharp increase in Gypsy sterilizations. Yet unlike Jews, Gypsies were allowed to stay together as families in the camps. In the Auschwitz family camp, Gypsies were tattooed with a number, shorn, disinfected, and forced to attach to their clothes a black triangle signifying "asocial." Nazi racial hygienists were convinced of the ultimate genetic origins of social differences such as itineracy and "work-shyness". Josef Mengele was chief physician to the Gypsy family camp, and studied twins from there and throughout
Auschwitz. The stories were of Mengele as Vivisector, personally killing twins simply to resolve disputes over diagnoses and then dissecting the bodies while still warm. Survivors wrote of his "fascination" with human pain. 42 "Fascination" now was in the hands of science, not the Gypsy's eye.
In the most authoritative study to date, Guenter Lewy explains why the Nazi persecution of the Gypsies had not been treated heretofore:
Hardly any Gypsies belonged to the intellectual class. Moreover, some of the most basic taboos of Gypsy culture regarding ritual purity and sexual conduct had been violated in the concentration camps, and survivors therefore were reluctant to talk about what had happened. Subjects such as compulsory sterilization could hardly be discussed at all. Inquiries by outsiders were hampered by the suspicion with which Gypsies have traditionally regarded the non-Gypsy world -the result of centuries of harassment and persecution. 43 Lewy concluded that Gypsies were considered nuisances and a plague but not a major threat to the German people. Their "asocial" propertyless mobility was increasingly but not consistently treated as racial, which was why their treatment differed from that of the Final Solution to the problem of the Jews. Leland, however, often did treat Jews and Gypsies equally as the cosmopolitan races of greatest antiquity:
Among all the subdivisions of the human race, there are only two which have been, apparently from their beginning, set apart, marked and cosmopolite, ever living among others, and yet reserved unto themselves. These are the Jew and the gypsy… Go where we may, we find the Jew -has any other wandered so far? Yes, one. For wherever Jew has gone, there, too, we find the gypsy. (18) Today historians and anthropologists as well as most Gypsies are inclined to see Gypsy as an ethnicity or identity rather than a race. For ethnic Gypsies, the main component of the core culture remains travelling or nomadism. In England alone in 2004 the travelling community including gypsies, showpeople, and bargees (who live on canals) numbered 350,000. 44 Specialists now see heterogeneous groups of migrant workers with developed socio-economic contributions to the diverse societies in which they live. They speak of complex identities that partake of both traditional gypsy nomadism and the nationalities of their local habitations.
However, the racialism once hypothesized by the philologist-lorists has continued in the search for common origins in population genetics. Even today, some Gypsiologists of the "racial" or "primordialist" persuasion seek to distinguish the Gypsies deriving from the great migrations or diaspora of 500 to 1000 AD from our mere New Age Travellers by their DNA. The social historian David Mayall concludes, "Issues relating to the nature of identity, identity formation and its development and evolution, counter-identities, change over generations, national differences, varied experiences and the elusiveness of selfidentity are problems which cannot, indeed must not, be simply ignored or swept away in pursuit or defense of some mythical or mystical essential whole." I don't care for endless repetitions of the Holy Wet Nurse Maternal idea… and as little do I care that this or that man attained to a greater or less degree of skill or inspiration. It is worth something to see and know it but it is not worth a thousandth part of what Ruskin and the aesthetics think it is. Suppose Raphael paint a Virgin… One can see many women as beautiful everyday… and I had rather see one of them than all the pictures in Italy… I see from afar, yet coming rapidly, a great new age when Humanity will be… the subject of Art -yea Art itself… Just imagine all the money and time and thought now given to Art directed to Education and Humanity! (Pennell II, 288, Leland's italics).
A connoisseur of the great Gypsy music of Eastern Europe, Leland repeatedly insisted that its pleasure lay in the musicians "being thoroughly delighted with themselves, which is all that can be hoped for in art, where the aim is pleasure and not criticism." 46 The art that gave the worker pleasure was the basis of Leland's cultural philanthropy, as it was also the basis of William Morris's socialism.
IV.
Interdisciplinarity as Collectivity
Leland as a philologist whose dream of a common language inspired concrete service to the poor (narratology, art history); Leland as a romantic aesthete whose stereotypes participated in global extinction narratives (demography, history); Gypsies as romantic rovers (poetics); as complex identities and histories (ethnic studies); as victims of persecution (ethics, politics). From these narratives and sources we draw our conclusions on interdisciplinarity. We cannot individually go back to a common language before the rationalization of knowledge. The academic disciplines have built up formidable detailed knowledges that we ignore or disrespect at our peril. On the other hand, Gypsies really were on to something that breaks down walls, boundaries, and institutional barriers. They were known for their sympathy and interdependence that made them figures of community to those who knew them best.
One uses other disciplines insofar as one needs them to solve the problem or tell the story that must be solved or told. Research that tries to do it all is hubristic at best and shallow or wrong at worst. But work that comes out of dialogue with specialists from a range of disciplines, and that comes out of a shared commitment across the disciplines to understand real problems like that of philanthropy in liberal societies, gender inequality, race or religious hatreds, or beauty in the built environment is the ideal form of scholarly engagement with the world. It is not clear how much of the transdisciplinary theory of the 1980s and 1990s will survive the tests of time. We might predict that the academic celebrities of those days will be remembered more for their charisma or identity politics than their contributions to knowledge. But the great transdisciplinary movements addressing themselves to shared commitments will provide lasting collective contributions: feminist studies, the Green or Ecology movement, postcolonial studies, comparative studies in race and ethnicity, literacy studies and history of the book, and, perhaps more needed now than ever, sophisticated Marxian studies. Such collective studies bring together scholars from across the disciplines to work on projects of common The term reflects a recognition of the fact that the most fruitful points of contact across disciplines are not along disciplinary lines per se, but between specific sectors of different fields. Hybridization entails an overlapping of segments of disciplines, a recombination of knowledge in new specialized fields involving the borrowing of concepts, theories and methods across multiple disciplinary subspecialties. Thus, for example, political scientists specializing in the study of crime or urbanization have much less in common with political scientists studying voting than with geographers interested in the physical distribution of cities or with sociologists who study crime. This is why, in practice, many of the social scientists I know spend so much of their time talking to, reading and citing the works of people who are not members of their own disciplines.
Moreover, examples of hybridization are not difficult to find. Cognitive neuroscience, the study of emotions, voting behaviour, music cognition, crime, urbanization, culture, the family, human development and the life course are examples that come immediately to mind. (130) One could add rational choice theory, game theory, behavioural economics, and genomics. While I believe that the most significant interdisciplinary work will entail collaborations of experts across the disciplines on projects of common commitment, to the extent that a lone scholar trained well in a discipline can be interdisciplinary, she must Regenia Gagnier, Cultural Philanthropy, Gypsies, and Interdisciplinary Scholars: Dream of a Common Language assume the empathetic skills of thinking like another discipline. Beneath the shared commitments that produce the lasting interdisciplinary projects is the gypsy empathy.
Obviously one cannot keep up with the details or recent research across disciplines in the way that one is expected to keep up with details and research in one's primary discipline.
However, one can think like an anthropologist in terms of kinship structures, or think like a sociologist in terms of status and institutions, or think like an economist in terms of less and more, maximization, risk, scarcity, and exchange. If we think like them we are more likely to say things of interest to them. In most cases, people trained in English Departments will predominantly think like literary critics, who think in terms of forms of expression, linguistic forms, but also rhetorical, generic, and syntactic forms. But we cannot just read large chunks of other disciplines as a critic reading figures, for a figure in physics or economics or biology has a deep history that often cannot be gleaned from the surface of the text. We shall inevitably combine our thinking about relationship, status, institutions, and exchange with our passion for forms of expression. But that may not be sufficient, if we are saying something about the world, to count as evidence.
And it is more than just thinking like an expert, for disciplines are more than ideas: they are institutionally embedded practices. The economist Myra Strober has studied these practices, to find that mathematicians do not give or receive papers like humanists; their professional behaviour is different in time and space. If we set up reading groups or conferences in which two or more disciplines actually have to talk to one another, the differences will go deeper than the words. Strober characterises disciplines as "distinct cultures" and multi-disciplinary seminars as "efforts at cross-cultural communication." 48 In "Habits of the Mind: Challenges for Multidisciplinarity," Strober reports on research that has been funded by foundations in the United States to foster interdisciplinarity, on the premise that creativity and breakthroughs are most likely at the intersections of disciplines. Her own method for defining a discipline is pragmatic: disciplines are fields that have attained departmental status in universities and grant new doctorates to reproduce their fields. She defines cross-disciplinary and multidisciplinary synonomously; both mean that two or more disciplines are being used but that they are not integrated. Interdisciplinary means that there is an integration of some aspects of the disciplines, but where, despite the integration, the separate disciplinary perspectives are still discernible. "Transdisciplinary" refers to such a degree of integration of disciplines that tracing distinct disciplinary contributions is difficult. Strober refreshingly uses a culinary, rather than a sports, metaphor:
A disciplinary dish consists of only one type of food on a plate -a baked potato, for example. Cross-disciplinary and multidisciplinary dishes are more complex; they might consist of a series of vegetables placed next to one another on a plate. If we added to our lone baked potato some steamed carrots, and sautéed peas, we would have a cross-disciplinary dish. An interdisciplinary dish, on the other hand, might be a soup, where the potatoes, carrots, and peas had been cooked together and "integrated" into a liquid. A salad, where the tomatoes, lettuce, and avocados were tossed together and "integrated" by means of a dressing, would also be an interdisciplinary dish.
In an interdisciplinary dish, either soup or salad, although the vegetables are integrated, each is still clearly discernible. In a transdisciplinary dish, by contrast, individual vegetables can no longer be clearly perceived. A vegetable soup where the ingredients have all been put through a blender so that no particular vegetable is distinguishable in the resultant puree would be transdisciplinary. (Ms. pp. 8-9)
Strober reports on her project, funded by Atlantic-Philanthropies and the Ford Foundation, to create broad (not problem-specific) seminars to encourage dialogue across academic disciplines. While she reports on the problems they had talking with one another -different levels of civility, degree of democratic decision-making, style of presentation, style of discussion, style of leadership -she rarely addresses why we ought to talk to one another across disciplines. Because her study funded institutions to foster interdisciplinarity, she asks what institutions want from it. "What are they seeking to maximise?" in recommending that about 1/5 of all research should be interdisciplinary.
Her answer is from the perspective of the maximising institution. It wants "prestige" among its competitors. It will be interesting to see whether such external pressures on academics will actually be able to surmount their "cultural" differences and foster the dialogue. It is certain that common commitments to feminism, anti-racism, environmentalism, etc. engender precisely the "mutual respect" and "wilful suspension of participants' own concepts of rigor" that were lacking in Strober's experiment. Indeed Strober's final example is an appeal to empathy rather than critique in the first instance of contact between disciplines.
While research councils in the UK are also pushing universities toward interdisciplinarity, my own sense is that for now commitment to common goals provides more incentive than external pressures. However, everything we know about institutional 5 Anderson, "High Society and Social Duty", p. 317. 6 Anderson, p. 312. 
